2020 NKF KONICA MINOLTA
COLORADO GOLF CLASSIC

$100

All-Access Pass

Morning and afternoon cocktails sponsored by
Frankly Organic Vodka
All on-course games included along with the Hole in
One contest sponsored by Groove Subaru. Must have
all-access pass to participate and win prizes.
Heads and tails game entry. Must have pass to play
and win.
1 play for corks and caps. Additional game entries
only $10 with pass (must have pass to play and win).
Prize is a guaranteed $20+ bottle of spirits.
3 raffle tickets for a chance to win 1 of 3 great
prizes. Limit one prize per person. Prizes in 2019
were Callaway driver, OGIO Colorado flag golf bag
and Titleist Vokey SM7 Wedge 54-degree loft
1-foot of rope for game-play
Opportunity to have a launcher shoot your ball for
you on a designated hole

For more information contact Danielle Otsuka at
danielle.otsuka@kidney.org or 720-748-9991 x451
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Rope Game Rules
A team can use their rope (1) only if the ball is
within the rope’s distance to the hole, and (2) in lieu
of choosing to putt. The use of the rope will still
count as a stroke, but will result in the putt being
made without the players having to hit the putt. (See
example on the next page.)
A team is only allowed to use their rope on 3 holes –
one par 3, one par 4, and one par 5, of their
choosing.
If a team chooses to putt and misses, it cannot then
elect to use the rope instead. Any use of the rope
counts as a shot.
Each player is allowed to have up to 3 feet of rope.
One foot of rope is included with the all-access
pass.
Two additional feet of rope can be purchased for
$25 per foot for a total of $50.
The maximum feet of rope that any team can have
is 12 feet (i.e., 3 feet per person).
See example on next page

Rope Game Example
Example: Team A has purchased the full 12 feet of rope.
Their first hole is a par 3, and one of the players hits her
first shot to within 5 feet of the hole. Since the ball is
within 12 feet of the hole,Team A is permitted to use their
rope on this hole should they decide to do so. If Team A
elects to use the rope, then no member of the team needs
to do anything else. Team A gets a hole in two (the initial
shot + the rope shot) but going forward, can now only use
their rope on one par 4 and one par 5. Alternatively, since
Team A has a short putt, it can decide to try putting and
save the rope for a different par 3.
If a Team A’s ball were in the sand/rough, could it still
use the rope?
Yes, since Team A’s ball is within 5 feet of the hole
and it has 12 feet of rope.
If Team A’s ball is 13 feet from the hole, can they use
the rope to move it closer?
No, the rope can only be used if the ball is within the
rope’s distance to the hole.

For questions regarding the all-access pass or the
rope game please contact Danielle Otsuka at
danielle.otsuka@kidney.org or 720-748-9991 x451

